### GO-SET NATIONAL TOP 40

**1.** The Last Waltz - Engelbert Humperdinck  
**2.** It Must Be Him - Vikki Carr  
**3.** Holley Joll - Small Faces  
**4.** Little Ode To My Friend - Dean Martin  
**5.** Lighting's Girl - Nancy Sinatra  
**6.** We Love You - Dandellion  
**7.** San Francisco Nights - Eric Burdon & The Animals  
**8.** The Letter - Box Tops  
**9.** Massachusetts - Boston  
**10.** Old Tyme - Buddy Holly  

**11.** Don't Sleep In The Subway - Petula Clark  
**12.** Dig Rock And Roll - Peter, Paul and Mary  
**13.** Dream Girl - Dave Jones  
**14.** Fat Mat - Cilla Black  
**15.** Living In A Child's World - Master's Apprentices  
**16.** Theme From The Monkees - Monkees EP  
**17.** Pleasant Valley Sunday/Words - The Monkees  
**18.** The Hole In My Shoe - 5th Dimension  
**19.** Up The Hill - Procol Harum  
**20.** Can't Take My Eyes Off You - Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons  
**21.** Runaway - Del Shannon  
**22.** I've Loved Me A Man - Morgan King  
**23.** San Francisco/Flowers In The Rain - Scott McKenzie  
**24.** On The Other Side - Peter, Paul and Mary  
**25.** That's/Theme From The Monkees - Steve Strong  
**26.** Light My Fire - Doors  
**27.** Creese Flower-Kirk - Johnny Young  
**28.** Always A Lonely Night - Elvis Presley  
**29.** Higher And Higher - Jackie Wilson  
**30.** Flowers In The Rain - Procol Harum  
**31.** Oh Don't Think I Love You - Everything But The Girl  
**32.** King Midas In Reverse - Hollies  
**33.** Apples, Peaches and Pumpkins Pie - Jay and Techniques  
**34.** The Two Of Us - Jackie Trent & Tony Hatch  
**35.** Simon Says - Groove 1  

**36.** Trololo - Women Of The World  
**37.** On The Good Side Of The Street - Heart  
**38.** Long Live Freedom - Ian & Sylvia  
**39.** Theme From The Monkees - Invalid Themes  
**40.** Gold Coast - Bobby Solo  

### TOP 15

**1.** The Last Waltz - Engelbert Humperdinck  
**2.** It Must Be Him - Vikki Carr  
**3.** Holley Joll - Small Faces  
**4.** Little Ode To My Friend - Dean Martin  
**5.** Lighting's Girl - Nancy Sinatra  
**6.** We Love You - Dandellion  
**7.** San Francisco Nights - Eric Burdon & The Animals  
**8.** The Letter - Box Tops  
**9.** Massachusetts - Boston  
**10.** Old Tyme - Buddy Holly  

**11.** Don't Sleep In The Subway - Petula Clark  
**12.** Dig Rock And Roll - Peter, Paul and Mary  
**13.** Dream Girl - Dave Jones  
**14.** Fat Mat - Cilla Black  
**15.** Living In A Child's World - Master's Apprentices  

### 5AD TOP 15

**1.** The Last Waltz - Engelbert Humperdinck  
**2.** It Must Be Him - Vikki Carr  
**3.** Holley Joll - Small Faces  
**4.** Little Ode To My Friend - Dean Martin  
**5.** Lighting's Girl - Nancy Sinatra  
**6.** We Love You - Dandellion  
**7.** San Francisco Nights - Eric Burdon & The Animals  
**8.** The Letter - Box Tops  
**9.** Massachusetts - Boston  
**10.** Old Tyme - Buddy Holly  

**11.** Don't Sleep In The Subway - Petula Clark  
**12.** Dig Rock And Roll - Peter, Paul and Mary  
**13.** Dream Girl - Dave Jones  
**14.** Fat Mat - Cilla Black  
**15.** Living In A Child's World - Master's Apprentices  

### FOR ALL TOP 40 RECORDS

**1.** The Last Waltz - Engelbert Humperdinck  
**2.** It Must Be Him - Vikki Carr  
**3.** Holley Joll - Small Faces  
**4.** Little Ode To My Friend - Dean Martin  
**5.** Lighting's Girl - Nancy Sinatra  
**6.** We Love You - Dandellion  
**7.** San Francisco Nights - Eric Burdon & The Animals  
**8.** The Letter - Box Tops  
**9.** Massachusetts - Boston  
**10.** Old Tyme - Buddy Holly  

**11.** Don't Sleep In The Subway - Petula Clark  
**12.** Dig Rock And Roll - Peter, Paul and Mary  
**13.** Dream Girl - Dave Jones  
**14.** Fat Mat - Cilla Black  
**15.** Living In A Child's World - Master's Apprentices  

---

### Ideal group results

next week

---

### STAN ROFFE'S TONIC

---

### NORMIE & PLAYBOYS FINISHED

---

### AUSTRALIAN MUSICAL PLAYBOYS

---

### Managerial disagreements have once again been the cause of a group split up. The former Playboys are no longer Normie Rowe's backing group, and have in fact re-formed. Trevor, Mick and Brian plus a new drummer, will now be known as The Procedure. Normie has formed a new group with remaining Playboys Tryouts.
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ERIC BURDON
A HIT IN U.S.

BEE GEES
CALLED BUFFOONS

MUSICIAN OF THE WEEK
HE'S THE WORLDS ONLY YUK

This story is about Yuk. "And who or what is the Hell is a Yuk?" you may be screaming. Well as far as I know there is only one Yuk in existence and he is a bass-playing character, hailing from New Zealand, a part Maui with thick curly hair, heavy lanced glasses and a droopy moustache. Dead weird he is.

Anyway he's been terrorising Australia with his wild antics since he arrived here about six months ago. He explains "My name always gets confused with all the different versions of sound and music in the Australasian slang dictionary. I'm not changing all that. I'm going to keep using it. It's the Americanized form of my name, even though it's a New Zealand name."

In New Zealand Yuk is actually up to a groovy name and yer man is one of the most popular bands in the country. P.J. Probst, Gary Pitt, Needle Sharpe and PhilCombina are just some of the top-line artists he has worked with and they all rave about him.

As soon as he arrived Max Merritt asked him to join the New Singers and they were just building up for the biggest show of their lives. "We're playing at the New Zealand U.S. Force over there in March next year, and we're doing the opening in New Zealand."

Yuk's career so far has been nothing but a whole world of success. He's been in television, radio, and is preparing his first LP. "100% Original" is to be released early next year.

Yuk is known for his one of a kind voice, and his ability to make people laugh. His music is a mix of rock and roll, and he is a master at entertaining his audience.

The Hollies storm world

England's psychedelic Hollies are listed up for a world-wide series of tour and TV appearances. After the success of their "Excalibur" album, they are now ready to release the next LP. "Butterfly".

November 15 will see whether they will continue their trend or if they will stop the band. The band features Tony Hicks, Allan Clarke, Graham Nash, and the rest of the group.

The Hollies have been playing for the past 10 years and are known for their hit songs such as "He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother" and "Stop Me If You Think You've Heard This One Before".

Yuk's next LP is set to be released in January and is expected to be a huge hit. With his unique style and charisma, Yuk is sure to continue his reign as the world's only Yuk.
Lynne in Lopez show here in November

Top Tunes from this Time Last Year

L.P. for Humperdinck

Georgie Fame for Australia

Cliff with Cilla Black

Question: Questions Questions

Lily Dale is wearing the hat. Hundreds of them are her became ones and Lily's had her own at the audience.

Next week in Cliff who will turn showing their coats in Cliff on Sunday night.

Cliff with Cilla Black

19 Eighty Seven

We'll get by with a little help from our friends.

The Twilight"s

AMERICAN READER Writs of the HIPPIES

None of them have cats. The kittens are either lost or run away before they are fully grown. Many hippies use their kitchens as studio apartments. They spend most of their free time in their kitchens, cooking and listening to music. They also use their kitchens as places to store their clothing, records, and other personal items.

The kittens are fed by the hippies, but the hippies do not get the kittens to do anything. Instead, they let the kittens live freely, without any restrictions. The kittens are not kept in cages or on leashes. They are allowed to roam around the hippie's apartment freely and do what they want. The hippies often feed the kittens at night, when they are sleeping.

The hippies are often criticized for their lack of responsibility towards their kittens. However, the hippies argue that they are not responsible for anything and that they should not have to take care of the kittens. They believe that the kittens are not their property and that they should not have to feed or clean up after them.

The hippies believe that the kittens are a part of nature and that they should be treated as such. They also argue that the kittens are not a burden, but a joy that they enjoy having in their lives. They believe that the kittens bring them happiness and that they should not have to feel guilty about it.

The hippies are often misunderstood, and their way of life is often seen as immoral and irresponsible. However, they argue that they are not doing anything wrong and that they are living a fulfilling and enjoyable life. They believe that their way of life is nothing but a continuation of the way they have always lived, and they are not trying to change anything.
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THE VALENTINES HIT

Amidst the disbanding of key groups like “The Loved Ones” and “The Playboys,” a group in Melbourne, The Valentines, have caught everyone’s attention with their smooth, soulful sound. The band, consisting of Johnny Young, RICHARD WRIGHT, BRIAN CAIN and Max Ross, has become a sensation in Australia’s music industry.

Johnny Young salutes his new group

Johnny Young, the legendary Australian vocalist, has recently formed a new group with his son, RICHARD WRIGHT, BRIAN CAIN and Max Ross. The Valentines have quickly become a sensation in the Australian music scene with their soulful and rhythm-driven sound.

The present Group have been together for over a year. They are rich, Richard, Max, Brian and Don who are the perfect ingredients of a successful group. For the first three months after the new formation, the Group found times difficult, as many of the pop public wanted the old Valentines to return. But then they perfected an entirely new group, and their music and style of writing and performing has changed with the inclusion of an organ.

The success of the single can not be measured, but it is still selling 10 weeks after release date, but it is reported that sales could reach the million mark which would earn the Group a gold record. The Group refuse to take all the credit for the success of the record they partly produced all their numbers as a three piece band but Teen Kings was made from Bill Armstrong Studios. Roger has been producing the Group’s records since they began.

The present Group have practised religiously, and most important have been waiting new and original material. Martin’s & Co have kept their performances and their band fresh and vital. This is not a nonce band as a non-writer band, they have formed a company, and are the models of writing material for the瓦uhers. 

The present Group’s next single will be released in December. It’s an Australian LP, which is called

Don Mullen shares the spotlight with The Group’s lead guitarist and saxophonist.

This is the Fantasia label, popular in the US.

**THE VALENTINES**

Johnny Young, RICHARD WRIGHT, BRIAN CAIN and Max Ross have united to form The Valentines. The group has been together for a year and has seen some changes in their line-up and style of music. They are currently working on their next single, which will be released in December. The Group is currently being produced by Roger, and their records have been produced by Bill Armstrong Studios. The Group’s success has been attributed to their dedication to practising and producing new material. They are currently waiting for their next single, which is expected to be released in December. The Group’s next single will be an Australian LP, which is currently being worked on. The Group has been praised for their performances and their band’s fresh and vital sound. They have also been praised for their models of writing material for other groups. Their next single will be a new and original material, which the Group is currently working on. The Group’s next single will be released in December.
GO-SET WRITERS ON UP-TIGHT

There is a great sense of excitement surrounding the pop scene in Australia at the moment. Planning has finally been completed for the first edition of Upright to be shown on Saturday, October 28th.

 goat is particularly excited as will be able to get even closer to all our lovely readers, for Ian and I have been chosen as regular panellists on the weekly joke box puri segments. As well as this, we'll have our very own film gossip corner where we'll be able to fill you in on, exactly what's going on behind the scenes.

Upright promises to be the most spectacular music program ever shown in Australia!

For the first show, presenters David Lewis has prepared exclusive film clips of The Who, The Kinks, The Rolling Stones, The Doors, The Jeff Beck Group, and Pink Floyd. As well, David has several novelties from the film The Who Are You, the Moog sound effects and The Mindreaders.

The Upstages will be featured in a half-hour spot of their own—something I'm personally looking forward to seeing again.

The first group due to appear on this show will include The James, More, More, More, The Isley Brothers, and a special Upright look at Mike Parker and his philosophy of life. There is also a spot back at The Loved Ones with The Rolling Stones, with Gene Simmons and Keith Moon and The Who.

Tony Hancock and Jim Blanchard will also appear along with regulars John and Arthur.

At Go-Set, we want to present...

HOW CAN I MEET MY STAR?

I met Normie at Essendon airport, without a crowd around him on Sunday morning, 13th October. He was on his way to Sydney. As I walked through the terminal I noticed a lot of youths standing there. At once I recognized Bobbie Snowdon.

I realized that the boy in the noisy-looking jacket was Tony Worsley. Although I was 200 yards away, I could hear him tell his friends to rest on the one and only Normie.

I nearly fainted when I saw him and quickly asked Mum for paper and a pen. I walked over to him and I said, "Excuse me, I please have your autograph?" He replied "Yes, sure, what's your name?"

He then wrote on the scrap of paper, "Susan with love, Normie, XXXX.

I understand Normie always reads Go-Set and I only hope that he remembers me.

I am 13 years old, and I can assure you that it was the happiest day of my life. I love Normie the most in the world except for my family. I think I am just about the luckiest girl in the world."
I think Colin is a brilliant photographer... so does our Editor.

A lot of other people think our Colin is a brilliant photographer, including Ronnie Burns.

Ronnie has had many photos taken by Colin, but our never-satisfied Colin insisted on taking more... "Let's take some kooky ones this time," he said.

"Alright," said I, as I rang Ronnie's mum to arrange a day to take the little boy out.

Ronnie, Ronnie taking the boy to some place he has never seen before. Funky Mary and that fridge. I love (and exactly the same at my place. Possibly MV negative he has plans on his much

A Most Important part of Ronnie's day. At the photo-taking (Colin) studio he has his film developing by washing and keeping his fingers off the paper, etc. Ronnie is very close to having enough film to send more to Colin.

CAN YOU WRITE about something? Ronnie... what's happening? (In blackstudio)

A Most Important part of Ronnie's day. At the photo-taking (Colin) studio he has his film developing by washing and keeping his fingers off the paper, etc. Ronnie is very close to having enough film to send more to Colin.

BIG BROTHER = MOBY GRAPE
ECSTASY = LOVE IS WHERE IT'S AT

Adorned with a cuddly couple sticker from the jewellers that just love you cuddly couple!
**A PAGE OF CRAZY THINGS FOR**

**Sue Flett's Beauty Notes**

"Keratone" cut-out clothes and bare midriffs will try to steal the scene from looks with the latest fashions. But these "jewels" must be smooth, beading must be in place and the bases of all accessories must be full potential.

Artificial and nightwings will sit down deep to welcome an amazing proportion of mystery. The buckle, no longer making notice of tangles and tangled in their amusing tassels, is being the only way to ensure that the exposure areas are the most effective they can be. Here is a brief overview of a score of ultra-violet large hoisting at a show on beach staid. Gossip from the hard working of working girls can be heard for one or two twenty minute sessions each week. It's a big ad- vantage to the starting off the future season with a bang.

While waiting for your colors in "mixed" "barkless" "cutouts" with a dark foundation or with an overnight lauing before such as fake and the "colonial" look, the skin exposed through the cutouts use a broom gently sweeping cream like Advance. Miracled or once again foundation (which has sun filtering qualities).

Feet and legs need only minimal care to keep them looking their best. But since natural moisture is almost nonexistent in both rough patches can have a dryness. To remedy these use a hand or body lotion and apply daily after removing hard skin from palms and feet with a generous amount of the moisturizer as the skin is especially dry in these areas.

With the appearance of the transparent plastic sheet (while not forgetting manicures) another task is set for on show, forcing them to be as meticulously as hands, fingers and toenails polished, if not colored, nails.

A professional pedicure will give a first hand showing of how your feet can look and acts when cared for properly.

**HER PARENTS ARE CAREFUL**

Dear Leslie Pixie,

I am a big fan of yours and since then I have come around twice and I have never missed anyone else. He has asked me to parties but my parents are careful when I go and I have refused the last few times. I am not a big fan of parties but my parents do not think I will ring back. What should I do?

Sincerely, Victor

**WHAT ARE HER CHANCES?**

I am a complete mad over a pop singer and, believe it or not, I think he likes me. I have never met him personally but when he sees me he is always looking at me. I am not sure how to approach him but I do not want to miss out on this chance. Do you think I have a chance?

Sincerely, Madeline

**Leslie Pixie**

You had best wait until you are older - about 12 or 14 and working. Then take an evening or part-time modelling course. Your parents very likely think that you won't be able to make a paying career out of modelling and this is probably true. They may be right. But modelling is a way to have another job until you have broken into the big time. But the models cease to be a waste of money, you get a department store, photo and film work. It is important to find out the best way to proceed. To find out what can be done it is probably best to ask people who are in the business and also as how to treat the catwalk. Even if you don't

**FAN CLUB NEWS**

The Group fan club have been made to have a special member. The members are "The Group" fans, either in the London or Paris branches. They are made up of people who are interested in the Group. The cost is £1. When you order - do not order it - give your name and number of your club. A news flash on the Group to all fans is that there will be a special party on June 11th. The students are simple, no trouble, and there is a lot of fun at the party. The cost is £1. The tickets are on sale now.

**TAKING OVER THE TOWN**
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JOHN MAURICE
236 Swanston Street, Melbourne

The release in light [type not clear in document]. In the second week of October, one of the rare...
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$30 PER LINE
Send Ad. and Postage Note
to Go-Set
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CHANGING TIMES
VICE ROY'S IMAGE
RAY HOFF & THE OFFBEATS
WILD CHERRIES
more
QUESTIONS

Prince Albert George
ST. LOUIS UNION
discotheque 9 p.m. Wed. to Sun.
335 Exhibition Street, City, 31 3300
Available privately Mon. and Tues. 94 5505

ON STAGE JAZZ CLUB
with YARRA JAZZ BAND
Every Friday night & 3rd Sat.
1st FLOOR 112 LT. BOURKE ST.

SHERWOOD
has perfected
THE COURSE INCLUDES TUITION IN Singing, Stage Presentation, Writing of Stage Acts, Musical Theory, Outfitting, Microphone Technique. All Instruments.
FOR AUDITION PHONE 26 6371 63 3551

BUS STOP
WERRIBEE VIBRANTS
ALL NIGHT
CENTENARY HALL
SUNDAY

VIBRANTS DYMOMDS
THE RAVE
ST. LOUIS UNION
BRADLEY SISTERS

SATURDAY
RONNIE BURNS
RUNNING, JUMPING & STANDING STILL
THE VIBRANTS
THE YOUNG ONCE

SUNDAY
THE TWILIGHTS
THE GROOP
MASTERS APPRENTICES
YET ANOTHER GREAT NIGHT!
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Mrs. Maria Morris of Gladstone Avenue, Armadale, accepts her magnificent Bob Jane Jaguar from 3UZ General Manager, Lewis Bennett, and Bob Jane, Managing Director of Bob Jane's Autoland, which was the Major prize in the recent 3UZ Car Sticker Competition. A 3UZ Car Sticker on your vehicle can still win a Bob Jane Valiant so make sure you get your car sticker from any Village Drive-in, Bob Jane's Autoland or at 3UZ.

IT PAYS TO STAY ON 3UZ